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You will need:
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A 2.5 crochet hookDk yarn in red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purpleA darning needle
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Stitches
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This pattern is simple and you only need to know how to single crochet, chain, slip stitch and make a magic circle for the button.
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I have designed this pattern with all crochet skill sets in mind. I use rainbow colours as they are so appealing and as this is a fundraising pattern for Covid 19 it tied in nicely with the rainbow theme that has become a symbol of unity for those staying home and keeping safe.The individual chains give a lovely effect of having multiple bands on your wrist. I have also included an instructions on how to weave the chains to make a weaved band. It uses the same technique with a slightly different finish.This pattern is a free download and I hope that if you decide to download it, you will consider a donation to the 'NHS Together' fundraiser I have set up on facebook.If you make a friendship band or want to share on social media the various places where people can download the pattern for themselves, please tag your post with #crochetforcovid.At the end of this pattern please see details of an additional free Rainbow pen topper pattern that you may like to have a go at making. Thank you for downloading this pattern and sharing it with otherst. Thank you for your donations.If you decide to sell your friendship bands or pen toppers please consider further donations to your regional NHS charities.Happy Crocheting. xxx
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Friendship band clasps
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To make a straight friendship band please follow the stages as set out below. To make the weaved band, follow the pattern up until the chaining section.
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We start by making our two clasps of the band in blue Row 1 - In blue Ch 7, in 2nd ch from hook, sc down the length of the chain (6)Row 2 to 4 - sc, tie off, cut yarn and weave in endsRepeat Rows 1 to 4 for your second clasp, do not tie off. At the end of Row 4, slip 2, sc, chain 5, sc, slip 2. this makes a loop to be used later to join your friendship band together. Cut your yarn and weave in your ends.Below are the various sizes to make your bracelets fit different wrist dimensions.PLAIN BAND                                                  WEAVED BANDSmall child - Chain of 25 (age 8)                    Small child - Chain of 45Small adult/teen - Chain of 32                        Small adult/teen - Chain of 52Adult - Chain of 37                                         Adult - Chain of 57Large adult - Chain of 42                               Large adult - Chain of 62Its easy enough to adjust the sizing to fit different wrists by just increasing or decerwsing your chain.To make the weave bracelet I chained an extra 20 chains for each size. The weaved band has some give in it.
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Weave in your loose chain ends, keep the threads so they do not show on the right side of your band.
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Repeat this process with -orange, yellow, green, blue, purple. There are 6 colours in total to evenly space out along the blue edges.Make sure you keep your chains straight as you join them from one clasp to the other and that your clasps remain facing wrong side up each time you join to start your chain and finish your chain.
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Chaining
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Note: If you are planning to make the weaved band, you will need to make the required number of chains and tie off leaving each chain loose at one end. (DO NOT join to second clasp as required below for the plain friendship band.)Please follow the following for the plain band and remember not to join your clasps together if making the weaved band.Chain lengths are given in order, small child, small adult/teen, adult and large adult.In red, join to the bottom right edge of your blue section (wrong side facing you) with the loop and chain 25/32/37/42 (45/52/57/62 for a weaved band).Keep your chain tight as you will not need to work back into the chain, sc to the top right edge of other blue section (wrong side up), tie off and cut yarn.
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Weaved band
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I made a flat braid with my 6 chains. Pin the clasp to secure in place as you weave.
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We start on the left hand side of the chains. We put the orange over and across the red from right to left, we then move the the right hand side of the chains and put the purple over and across the blue, in the middle we put the green over and across the yellow.That completes the first stage of the weave.2nd -  from left to right red over and across the green, yellow over and across the purple then from right to left purple over the red.3rd - from left to right, orange under green and over purple, from right to left blue over yellow and under red, blue over orangeWe now repeat the 3rd stage with the outmost left hand chain going under and over, and the outmost right hand chain going over and under and then over to complete the stage. 
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Once your weave is complete lay your second band edge section so it overlaps your chain ends. One by one darn your chain ends in place so that each end sits directly behind a chain space. I do this by coming up from front to back of the band section go into your chain from front to back and then back through the band section again. Repeat going through your chain from front to back before bringing the needle up at next chain space on band edge. Repeat this for the other 5 colours.weave in all loose edges and go on to the button making.
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In blue make a magic circle and make 10 sc into the circle, pull the tail end of the yarn, but do not close the hole completely.Now make 10 more sc into the gap, working over your previous 10 sc (not into the tops of stitches).Tie off and cut leaving a long length of yarn. Weave in the tail end of your magic circle.Take your long length and on the underside of your button create a x to draw in the button shape.You can now use the same length of yarn to attach your button to the blue edge without the loop.  
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I hope you enjoy making your friendship band. There is also a FREE Rainbow pen topper pattern on my website that you can make to spread a little joy in these difficult times.They would make a great little gift for a teacher when our children return to school.The Rainbow pen topper pattern can be found on my free patterns pageVisit www.tangletreecreative.comHappy Crocheting. xxx


